
Deliver from 30% - 99% Oxygen; Low - Medium - High oxygen concentrations 
 with one mask.
Compatible with standard Nebulizer for Drug therapy.
All patient exhalation is filtered through submicron, hydrophobic 3MTM  filter. Protects 
 healthcare workers and patients.

Other features include
 A closed mask breathing system with integral 3MTM  filter maintains respiratory isolation   
  during oxygen and drug aerosol therapy, reducing the risk of airborne infections such as  
  SARS and influenza.
 Over 99.9% bacterial and viral filtration efficiency.
 Extra large oxygen reservoir ensures highest possible oxygen concentration while intake  
  valve allows patient to make-up air from atmosphere if nessessary.
 3 mask sizes (Large Adult, Small Adult and Child) ensure best fit possible.
 Cost effective; Replace Low, Med, High Oxygen concentration and nebulizer masks with 
  one mask.
 100% latex free and disposable.
 Patent pending.

BLS Systems Introduces the

The Next Generation in Oxygen Therapy

Large Adult FLO2MAX Large Adult FLO2MAX
with optional nebulizer

FLO2MAX Filtered Oxygen Mask

FLO2MAX



Soft plastic and flexible aluminum nose 
piece help ensure airtight fit

Latex free closed system mask is made 
of soft durometer plastic and comes in 
3 sizes to ensure comfort and fit

Intake valve allows patient 
to breathe from atmosphere 
only after oxygen reservoir
is depleted

All patient exhalation
passes through a 3M
filter and out the
exhalation valve

Ring shaped submicron, 
hydrophobic 3M filter provides
over 99.9% BFE and VFE

The FLO2MAX Filtered Oxygen Mask
How it works

 6100 Large Adult FLO2MAX Mask with O2 reservoir and tubing

 6105 Small Adult FLO2MAX Mask with O2 reservoir and tubing

 6110 Child FLO2MAX Mask with O2 reservoir and tubing 

 6250-N Rescuer Nebulizer
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FLO2MAX

Oxygen reservoir bag and 
inlet can be removed to 
accomodate a standard 
nebulizer


